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About This Game

This game is called answer the question you get infinite questions its a game about math. If you are studying and want to play a
game choose this one this game has addition so start playing and get smart!
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The worst camera in any third person game I've played. It kills an already mediocre game by making the platforming and
combat a huge pain.. Boring and there's no escape button.. not recommended , low res graphics , no motion tracker control ,
very limited content
good idea but low performance , maybe i expected way to much

should have tried the demo first , my mistake. A very pleasant visual novel with a magical elements. I liked the many choices
and also possibility of solving the issues in different ways. The art of the game is rather pretty and I enjoyed the music too.

Only thing I STRONGLY disliked was the typical ending slide with "oh what if I could have made different choices and gotten
the TRUE ENDING..." Is it really necessary? What is this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t with "true ending" anyway? I loved my ending, but
noooooo, you gotta make the protagonist look wistfully out of the window so that the player feels compelled to replay and get
this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t "true" ending. Way to dismiss all your great dramatic endings which don't end with sugarcoated "everyone is
happy now" ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.. Conceptually, it is an amazing idea. however one of the clue sets tells you all the knowledge you
need to forgo solving the puzzle and turn it in to a game of memory. and a fairly easy one at that.

the mistake system is reasonable for a dificult puzzle games, and has been well implimented in other titles.

the mistake system however isn't a real penalty in a puzzle with so simple of a brute force method to it.

I can't even figure out a way to fix it's flaws. and with the statment the developer makes at the end... finding that the game gives
me all the tools to jam my fingers in my ears and scream "la la la not listening" means it fals a little short. both as a game, and as
a puzzle.. graphicaly pleasing, looks very nice. the ability to pick up many things is awesome as well. tried to pick a trumpet up
on the table in the starting room and was plesently suprised when it "played" when i braught it close to my head.

however combat feels off, grabbing arrows can be tricky and i find my self haveing to look and try several times to pick them
up, upon picking and knotching the arrow, the hands realy get in the way and look terrible, i would reccomend "fake" arms such
as in raw data or remove them completly.

the way the shield is held is the most awkward thing i have ever seen, holding it normaly means the shield is pointing the wrong
way.

i am also slightly dissapointed you cant block enemy sword attacks with your sword, it just passed right through.

i hope dureing early acess the combat is refined and improved, right now i am reccomending this game as i expect it to become
better. the game is no where neer raw data or holopoint or space pirate trainer but i can see it becomeing just as good if the
combat system gets a good seeing to.. Its not an easy game to play...
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amazing graphics,good playability really a good game from Senran Kagura Series. Great, very challenging platformer with tons
of contents!

If you only want to finish the game, it\u2019s actually not that difficult.
But if you want to collect all gems and magic potions, and unlock No Dash achievement for every gem, prepare yourself to meet
nightmare-inducing puzzles that will eat away at your heart.

The game introduces a unique gameplay mechanic in every level, and it contains SIXTY THREE levels. That\u2019s a huge
variety! Many of them will really surprise you and make you go, \u201cOooohh...\u201d when you figure it out. The developer
is also very dedicated and always respond quickly to issues (such as bugs and balancing).

If you like a platformer that requires both reflex and wit, get this game.. While this game is fairly short in length it does have
some cute factors to it. The writing is fairly good although not as good as some of the other yuri visual novels. CG images are
fairly good too as well. Overall this game is worth the money spent on it especially if it's gotten during one of Steam's sales..
Only F40 enough for like. But 8 best Ferrari cars it really makes me happy.. Want a game where you can spend hours turning
the entire world into a monstrous volcano that threatens to bring even the mightiest of graphics cards to its knees? Look no
further than Arcane Worlds.

The first thing I noticed was the cheat options. While I lasted at least 20 minutes before succumbing to the temptation, I found
that the game is so lacking in features that I had little else left to do besides cheat. Once you give yourself the mana cheat and
the ALL SPELLS cheat.... Rapid-fire volcanology awaits! Many other available spells vie for your interest as well, but they all
pale in comparison to the mighty volcano spell.

SO.... $10 for a quality physics simulator which (I have not yet been able to crash, although I can drop framerate to abysmal
levels) where I get to turn the entire world into a volcano over the course of an hour and a half? Count me in!

Players: You are ALREADY getting a quality physics fluids simulator in a procedurally generated (rather small\/wrapping)
world for just $10. Go for it. This is more entertaining and less buggy than a LOT of other crap out there on Steam (and other
ware stores).

To the dev: Well done sir! Now you face the daunting task of adding meaningful gameplay to this fantastic world simulator you
have created. I wish you the best of luck and encourage players to follow this game closely as things develop.. feed me more
childhood. If you thought the base game was bad, prepare for Ardennes Assault

Apparently the only feasible option is to play this campaign without the frustration of losing every squad to a single pioneer is to
go armor, which you cannot do until you beat the introduction missions, but wait, if you dont want to actually invest your hard
earned points (yes, companies earn points which you can spend on additional abilities and upgrades) into the airborne company
then you are pretty much \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up and stuck forever at the third mission which requires a competent
force with anti tank capabilites since the ai will start spamming panzer 4s and king tigers without even reaching the 10 minute
mark, and guess what, you have no manpower income unless you kill some kind of bulletproof commander that wipes out
everything that comes close, german infantry already had the long range advantage in coh1 and now you give every single
pioneer an stg44 which makes getting close to them utterly pointless. i don't know what kind of wehraboo was in charge of
developing this campaign but i'd love him\/her to tell me what is the correct way to play this campaign because all i can get from
this is frustration, it's almost like no one even beta tested this thing

the other thing that makes me sad is that you are forced to play the most aggressive way possible which it's impossible with the
starting echelon squad, you're basically sending everyone to their graves because the germans already have mgs within 3
minutes, flanking could have been possible if it wasnt because of those insta-supressing kubelwagens roaming the map and the
fact that german squads do not die to rifle-grenades even when being exploded in their face

maybe i'm wrong and i just don't know how to play this rpg-like hearts of iron ripoff, but if you have it see for yourself

also this dlc is quite expensive in 2019

. After changing the controlls to use the arrow keys, this game is as close to the old Win3.11 game as you can get it. I've stoped
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playing so I could type this. Its not as Graphical as some might want it, but is a proper remake with achievements. Well worth
the $2.40 .. mobile game
1/5
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